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The Ministry of Public Works, Water and Electricity of Rwanda, MINITRAPE, bas made a
request to the World Bank for providing assistance with photovo~taic systems for providing
electricity in househnlds. DGIS, the Netherlands Agency for international Cooperation, bas
financed the addition of a solar energy expert to the mission for the ongoing project
"lmproved Stoves and Kilns". Main tasks to be performed were the evaluation of the
ongoing PV actìvities and the identificatìon of constraints toa wider-scale commercialization of PV systems in Rwanda. The consultant, F.D.J. Nieuwenhout of ECN/ESC Energy
Studies (Petten, The Netherlands) visited Rwanda between 30-5-1991 and 13-6-1991.
Teamleader of the mission was Mr. Van der Plas of the World Bank (ESMAP).
The author wishes to thank MINITRAPE and alI other persons and institutions visited for
their cooperation during the mission.

SUMMARY
The condit~ons for solar home systems in Rwanda are favourable for a sustained take off.
The resource, solar energy, is available in reasonable amounts. Most rural households live
dispersed over the countryside and will hot be grid-connected within the next 50 years.
Rural areas are monetized already to some extent anti a network of regional banks exists,
which can play a role in f~nancing rural photovoltaic electrification. Rwanda has ten years
of experience in the use of photovoltaic systems in health centres, which bas acted as a
demonstration of the technology. Over the past two years, hundreds of solar home systems
have been sold to households, bringing the number of photovoltaic instalIation in use to
about 700.

A financial analysis shows that the currently marketed, locally assembled small PV-installations are relatively expensive. A system with considerably higher capacity can be
imported and sold locally at an only slightly higher price. The analysis also concludes that
households, investing in a PV-installation can expect savings from substitution of kerosene
and disposab|e batteries which results in a Financial Internal Rare of Return of 15%.
Wider-scaIe commerciaIization is hampered by a few barriers which have to be reduced
first. As described in chapter 4, these are the high investment costs, unavailability of credit,
maintenance and repâir problems, and the relative dimensions of the system components.
An activity to reduce these barriers is outlined ~n chapter 5~
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ABBREVIATIONS

BFRBelgian Franc
BUFMARBureau des Formations Médicales Agréées du Rwanda
CEA~.RCentre d’Etudes et d’Applications de I’Energie au Rwanda
CPQComptoirs Produits Quincaillerie (private cie.)
DEMDeutsche Mark
DGISDirectorate General of international Cooperation
ELECTROGAZEIectricity, water and gas utflity of Rwanda
FRWFranc Rwandais
GNPGross National Product
GTZDeutsche Gesellschaft für Technische Zusammenarbeit GmBH
ISARlnstitute des Sciences Agronomiques
LVLow voltage
MlbllTRAPEMinistry of Public Works, Water and Electricity of Rwanda
PVPhotovoltalc
UBPRUnion des Banques Populaires du Rwanda
USDUnited States Dollar
SYMBOLS AND UN1TS
A
Ah
cl
kW
kWh
lm
mo
TOE
V
W
Wp

ampere
ampere-hour (unit of battery capacity)
centi-Iitre
kilo-watt
kilo-watt-hout
lumen (unit of light flux)
month
ton oil equivalent
volt
watt
watt-peak (unit of PV capacity)

EXCl-lANGE RATES
Before November 1990:75 FRW = 1 USD
From November 1990:125 FRW = 1 USD (this rare has been used if not mentioned
otherwise)
INTEREST RATES
UBPR interest rare on loans for PV systems before November 1990: 9%
Current UBPR rare for PV systems: 13%
Accounting rate of interest (discount rate): 10%
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1. INTRODUCTION
Rwanda is a smal| land-locked country surrounäed by ~1ganda, Tanzania, Burundi and
Zaire. GNP per capita was 285 ~!SD per year in 1987 [1]. Economie development is
hampered by adverse circumstanees, international transport is costly. Nearest harbours
are Mombasa in Kenya and Dar es Salaam in Tanzania, both at a distance of around 1700
km. More than 90% of the population of about 7.5 million people live in rural areas. There
are about one million rural households, of which only a very small number has access to
electricity. Average population density of Rwanda is around 270 inhabitants per square
kilometre, being the highest of Africa [3]. Exports are dominated by coffee and tea which
implies dependence on fluctuating commodity prices.
The rural population is mainly engaged in agriculturaI activities such as the production of
sorghum, bananas, beans, potatoes, cassava, coffee, tea and vegetables. Apart from some
larger towns, there appear to be few villages in the rural areas. Marker centres exist with
shops and workshops, surrounded by some houses. But the vast majority of the rural
population Iives dispersed, surrounded by their small fields. Distances between the main
houses of the different compounds is typically 100 meters. This dispersed way of livíng in
the rural areas has profound implications for the optimaI mode of future rural electrification,

Fossil energy resources are limited, and Rwanda imports all of its oil products. Almost alI
electricity is generated with hydropower. For rural electrification, micro-hydro power can
play a limited role. Five sites have been developed already with installations with a capacity
ranging from 65 to 150 kW. In a 1983 study, 27 possible sites have been identified [1]. To
prevent excessive distribution losses and costs, the demand for electricity should be
concentrated in rural centres. For the dispersed households only diesel or petrol gensets
on the one hand and individual PV installations on the hand will be options for obtaining
electricity when no grid extension is foreseen. But the minimum power of a diesel genset
is generally much too large for a single household. Conr~ecting surrounding neighbours is
unfavourable because of the Iarge distances between the houses. For the relatively small
demands of individual rural households, PV installations are the only viable solution as will
be shown in paragraph 3.2.
Solar radiation can be utilized everywhere in Rwanda. Regional variations are hot large.
The Institute des Sciences Agronomiques du Rwanda (ISAR) bas made insolation measurements around Butare at an altitude of 1500 m, obtaining variations between 3.8
kWh/m2/day and 4.5 ~Wh/m2/day. Lowest values were found in the dry season when dust
makes the atmosphere turbid. In the rest of the report the conservative insolation figure of
4.0 kWh/m2/day bas been applied.

2. ONGOING SOLAR ENERGY ACTIVIT1ES
2.1 Photovoltaic Systems
About 700 photovoltaic systems are known tobe installed in Rwanda. Most of these are
smalI systems as can be seen in table 2.1. One can distinguish four types of uses; the
portable soIar lamps of which there are at least two private suppliers, the locally produced
solar home systems, the imported solar photovoltaic lighting systems for health centres by
BUFMAR (an organisation of Christian churches) and the utiIity ELECTROGAZ, and a
system to power a radio transmitter.1

Table 2. ~. 1nstaIIed Capacity of Pl~otovoltaic Systems.
Organisation

System description

Total power

Kabgayi/CPQ:
BLIFMAR:

700 moduies of 16 Wp1
228 modules of 38~4 Wp in 46 health centres

ELECTROGAZ:
Kinaniva

13 installations for health centres
radio transmitter

Total

11.2 kWp
8.8
2.4
3.3
25.6 kWp

$ource: BUFMAR, Kabgayi, CPQ and World Bank [1].

2.1.1 Portable Solar Powered Larnps
The smallest application of photovoltaics in households in Rwanda is a portable photovolo
taic |amp. |t eonsists of a compact fluorescent lamp, a battery with regulator and a small
PVomodule. Two suppliers have heen identified, of which one will start selling his product
raid June this year. Sales figures could hot be obtained.
A private company, Comptoir Produits QuincailIerie (CPQ) sells the SUN’X of TOTAL, a
portable Iamp of 5 W with a module of 5 Wp for a price of 24,000 FRW2 (about 38
USD/Wp). However, tests of this lamp made by Father Pierre de SCHAETZEN of the
diocese of Kabgayi resulted in the conclusion that the battery charge regulator did hot
function properly.

Basimbizi Multilateral Systems has developed a portable lamp with financial support from
GTZ. A prototype was introduced raid 1990. At the moment local production bas started,
and marker introduction is planned for raid June 1991. An 11 Wp module imported from
France (Chronar) reeds a 6.5 Ah maintenance free battery from Panasonic. The battery
charge controller bas been designed by Basimbizi Multilateral Systems and is assembled
from imported components. It has an overcharge protection and an indication of the charge
level of the battery. The price will be 45,000 FRW. A description of the activities of
Basimbizi Mu[tilateral Systems is supplied in Annex 4.
1

The peak Wattage (Wp) is the power a module produces under standard conditions.
It is approximately the maximum power which can be produced on a c|ear day.

2

The exchange rate ofthe Franc Rwandais (FRW) was around 75 FRW per USD before
the devaluation of November 1990, and 125 FRW afterwards. If hot explicitly
mentioned, a rate of 125 FRW per CISD bas heen used.
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2.1.2 Solar Home Systems
SmalI photovoltaic installations for Iighting and powering radios are produced Iocally in
Kabgayi (see Annex 7) and marketed by CPQ (see Annex 6). $ince two years the (Jnion
des Banques Populaires du Rwanda (UBPR), with 119 branch offices, has set up a credit
scheme for financing the solar home systems (see Annex 9). In the first phase of the
cooperation between MIblITRAPE and the UBPR around ten branch offices have been
actively involved in Iocal promotion campaigns.
A typical solar home system consists of a 16 Wp module, three 8 W fluorescent lamps, a
regulator, a radio adaptor, a 35 Ah car battery and cables, lnstallation and three maintenance visits during the one year ~uarantee period are included. In annex 5 some results are
presented of a survey which bas been conducted among the users of these locally
assembled solar home systems.

2.1.3 Electrification of Health Centres and Hospitals
More than ten years ago the first imported PV-systems provided health centres and
hospitals with electricity for ]ighting and radio communication installations. In 1981, local
assembling of panels and regulators started in Kabgayi. Also these systems were primarily
meant for rural health centres. BUFMAR, a coordinating body of eight churches began
importing complete systems in 1985 (see Annex 8). lnstallations were provided to 46
health centres, who had to pay 20% of the cost. The rest was provided through foreign
grants.

2.1.40ther Photovoltaic Systems
A radio transmitter is installed in Kinaniva (Cyangugu), powered by a 3.28 kW photovoltaic
system with 5l square meters of array. This high altitude site is equipped with radiation
measuring equipment, which shows that insolation at this (untypical) site varies between
4.6 kWh/m2/day and 6.2 kWh/m2/day [1].

2.2 Hot Water Systems
Attempts have been made to introduce solar water heating systems, notably by the Centre
d’Etudes et d’Applications de l’Energie au Rwanda (CEAER). A constraint was the absence
of Iocal service capability. Local production was attempted, but problems arose because
of the high cost of imported materials and the weakly developed metal-working industry
in Rwanda. Production costs amounted to 670 USD per square meter of collector surface,
which made them more expensive than imported systems [ 1 ], Table 2.2 shows the installed
capacity of water heaters in Rwanda.

Table 2.2. Installed Water Heating Capacity.
lnstalIed surface (m2)

No.

Establishment

14
40
12
1
50

Botels
Private residences
Hospitals
Village SOS
Missions

384
183
180
20
200

117

Tota

967

Source: World Bank/1].

2.3 lnstitutional Setting
The Directorate General of Energy of MINITRAPE, the Ministry of Public Works, Water and
Electricity, is responsible for policy formulation and strategy development, legislation,
studies, sector statistics and the execution of projects in the energy sector [1]. lts Division
of Exploitation of New and Renewable Energy is lead agency in a dissemination project of
solar home systems in cooperation with l’Union des Banques PopuIaires du Rwanda and
the private sector, being partly financed through the Special Energy Project of GTZ. In
general, energy policy of the Rwandese govemment is to make energy available to
everybody at a reasonable price. Renewable energy should be promoted, but there is no
detailed policy formulated for the promotion of photovoltaics.
ELECTROGAZ is the utility which is responsible for production, transport and distribution
of electricity, water and gas. Until now their involvement in solar photovoltaics bas been
~imited to the installation of 13 systems in health centres. Maintenance of these systems
has heen organized through the regional offices of ELECTROGAZ. From the side of
BrdFMAR there were doubts about the quality ofthe maintenance activities of ELECTROGAZ.
Butare University has a research group in the field of solar energy, working in cooperation
with ~INITRAPE. At the moment they are testing systems with different panels, produced
in Kabgayi, to determine the optimaI number of cells per module.
BUI’MAR, an association coordinating medical services of eight Christian Churches in
Rwanda, executes a program to provide health centres with solar photovoltaic systems for
lighting. An efficiently operating installation and maintenance service has heen set up.
Despite its typical organisational characteristics, such as the occurrence of regular contacts between the health centres and the central office in Kigali, the experiences with this
installation and maintenance service can be use[ul when comparable services have tobe
created in e.g. EkECTROGAZ.
GTZ: The "Deutsche Gesellschaft für Technische Zusammenarbeit GMBH" is invo/ved in
assistance to MINITRAPE and F-LECTROGAZ. As part oftheir Special Energy Program they
assisted the producers in Kabgayi and Basimbizi with technical and financial assistance.
In the next phase of their activities (with the abbreviation GREEN) for the coming two years
an amount of around half a million DEM will be allocated for support of solar energy
activities. This will include a revolving fund for financiaI assistance of local production at
Kabgayi and Basimbizi, support to the research activities in Butare, and introduction of tool
kits for installation and maintenance. Demonstration of the technology and further studies
are still found to be high priority activities.

3. FINANCIAL EVALUATION
3.1 Comparison of Three Options for Lighting and Radios
Rural hoaseholds currently use candles, kerosene lamps or torches for lighting. Batteries
are in use to power radios. The small number of electrified househoids in rural areas also
use their electricity mainly for lighting and radios. But the quality and quantity of the
services wNch can be rendered with a grid connection are much higher compared with a
kerosene lamp and batteries. Solar home systems have a levei of services which is between
the two other options. In a comparison of these three options these differe~ces shou~à be
raken into account.
Three options for obtaining the services of lighting and the use of raàios and other
appliances will be compared in this chapter. The first option is the use of kerosene for
lighting and disposabIe batteries for radios, lnformation could be obtained from a recent
survey I21 among a group of rather well-to-do househo~ds who recently acquired a solar
home system. As a second option two solar home systems are compared; the locally
assembled system of CPQ, and a larger imported system. As a third option grid extension
is analyzed.

3.1.1 Kerosene Lamps and Batteries for Radios
Kerosene and battery consumption figures were obtained from a survey conducted among
37 households to evaluate their experiences with PV-systems obtained from CPQ as part
of a rural photovoltaic lighting project [2]. Households were questioned around half year
after they started using a PV-system with a 16 Wp panel, three lamps and a radio
connection. Kerosene consumption decreased from 8.1 to 3.3 bottles of 70 cl per month.
This amounted to monthly savings on the kerosene consumption bril of 340 FRW (100
FRW per litre). Consumption of disposable batteries dropped from 18.8 to 2.0 per
household per month, implying a saving of 588 FRW per month (35 FRW per battery).
These figures were obtained before the devaluation when the exchange rare was around 75
FRW per USD. With the current prices (and an exchange rate of 125 FRW per USD) the
savings on kerosene would amount to 672 FRW per month (140 FRW per bottle) and the
savings on batteries would be 840 FRW per month (50 FRW a piece). Total monthly
savings amount to 1500 FRW in current prices.

3.1.2 Solar Home Systems
The cost build-up of the locally produced CPQ systems is compared with an imported
system in table 3. I. Cost figures for the imported system are raken from the recently started
World Bank/UNDP project "Development and Commercialization of Photovoltaic Systems
for Rura] Household Power Supply, Republic of Yemen". Transportation costs have been
increased somewhat, and for installation costs the same amount bas been taken as for the
CPQ systems. The break-down of the costs of the CPQ system was provided by MINITRAPE/DGE Special Energy Project with the remark that the costs of the panel probably
have been overestimated to make the producer’s profits appear smaller than they actually
are,

Table 3.1.

Comparison of the huild-up the sales price of an imported PV system with the
locally assembled solar home system (CPQ).

lmported system
Item
Module 53 Wp
Regulator
Battery VARTA f00 Ah
3 Lamps 8 W
1 Contro~ box
Wiring
Import tax (15%)
Shipping
lnstallation, profits and
guarantee
Sales tax (10%)
Total
TotaI in (USD/Wp)

Loca~ly assembled system
FRW

Item
Module 20 Wp
Regulator
Battery 35 Ah
3 Lamps 8 W
rad~o adapter
Wiring
Import tax3
lnstallation, profits and
guarantee
Sales taxt 10%)

32,625
8,375
21,300
7,500
5,250
3,750
11,820
3,750
6,720
10,109
111,199

FRW
45,380
6,325
7,530
9,450
2,410
3,600
6,720
8,142

Total
Total in (USD/Wp)

(17)

Source; World Bank and Minitrape/GTZ.

3.1.3 Grid Extension3
lnvestment costs for grid extension can range widely, depending of course on the distance
to the grid. Households who obtain a grid connection are charged the total connection cost,
includin9 the cost of designin9 the extension. As a minimum (case 2a), a connection with
a 50m wire of 600 FRW per meter and a metering device of 10,000 has heen taken. With
fout incandescent lamps of 125 FRW each, totaI investments in this case amount to 40,500
FRW. This excludes the costs of additional generating capacity. National average connection costs are 750 (JSD per LV connection [1]. As a more realistic indication of the possible
cost of a rural connection, twice this average bas been raken in case 2b.

3.1.4 Comparison of Services Rendered
The three options which have been described above provide similar services, but on a
different level. The lamps for the PV-systems are 8 W fluorescent l amps with an assumed
luminous efficacy4 of 54 lumen/Watt. Lighting level for the kerosene lamp has been

3

The import tariff on the components of the locally assembled system is included in
the costs of the different parts. In case of the imported system, imports as part of a
donor financed activity would probabley be exempted from import taxes. However,
they are included to make both systems comparable.

4

Luminous effieacy is the efficiency with which a flow of energy (measured in Watt) is
converted into a flow of visible light (measured in lumen).
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calcuIated using an energy consumption of 0.8 kg of kerosene per kilo-lumen-hour5
(klmh) [5]. For lighting with grid electricity, fout 40 W incandescent buIbs are assumed to
be used for live hours a day, with a luminous efficacy of 10 lm/W [5]. The kerosene using
household owns a small battery-powered radio with a daily consumption of ;2.5 Wh. Both
the users of the PV systems and the electrified households are assumed to own a
radio-¢assette player of 2 W being in use for 5 hours a day. In case of the electrified
household, the extra electricity, hot used for lighting or for the radio-cassette player can be
used for other Iow-powered devices. In table 3.2 the services are compared for the three
options.
Tâble 3.2.

Services rendered with three types of systems for lighting and Iow powered
appliances.
Lighting
(klmh/mo)

Other
(Wh/mo)

6

75

0

63

300

0

2b. 53 Wp PV system (~mporl:)

194

300

3.

240

300

1.

Kerosene lamp and batteries for radio

Radio
(Wh/mo)

2a. 20 Wp PV system (CPQ)

Grid eonnection

5,700

Source: World Bank [5] and team estimates.
From table 3.2 it can be concluded that the Ievel of services in the form of lighting and
radio use are considerably higher for the PV systems than for the combination of a kerosene
Iamp and batteries. There is also a large difference in the lighting level of the two
photovoltaic systems, caused by the considerably higher module power of the second
PV-system (2b). lllumination provided with this PV-system is almost as high as with the
grid conneeted household. But the latter bas the advantage of having additional electricity
available for other appliances.

3.2 Financial Analysis of the Three Options
The annualized costs have been calculated for the three options as presented in table 3,2
using a discount rare of 10%. Assumed lifetimes of the different components are as follows;
for the kerosene lamp 4 years, for the PV-modules 15 years, for the regulator and the radio
adapter 5 years, for the fluorescent lamps of the PV installations 3 years, for the incandescent lamps 1000 hours, for the car battery in the CPQ system 3 years and for the solar
battery in the imported system 5 years. Resulting annualized costs are shown in table 3.3.

5

A meausre of the quantity of lighting is the kilo-Iumen-hour (klmh). For example, a
40 Watt incandescent lamp with a Iight power of 400 lumen, produces 4 klmh of light
over a period of 10 hours.
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Table 3.3.

1

lnvestment-, operating- and annualized costs of the three types of systems for
light~ng and low powercd appliances.

Kerosene lamp and batteries for radio

2a. 20 Wp PV system (CPQ)
2b. 53 Wp PV system (import)
3a. Grid connection I

Investment
Cost (FRW)

Operating
Cost
(FRW/mo)

Annual,~)
(FRW/yr)

1,0002)

2,0743)

25,203

89,557

0

16,219

111,199

0

21,076

40,5004) 3605)

3b. Grid connection 11

~88,0006) 360

9,232
23,982

1) lnvestment cost are annualized, using a discount rare of 10%. Yearly operating cost
have been added.
2) Cost for the kerosene lamp only.
3) NonthIy consumption of 8.1 bottleofkerosene, 140 FRW/bottle and 18.8 batteries,
50 FRW a piece [21.
4) Minimum rural connection cost based on 50m of wire of 600 FRW/m and 10,000
FRW for an electricity meter and 500 FRW for fout incandescent lamps.
5) Based on a consumption of 30 kWh per month for 12 FRW/kWh {flat rare).
6) Assuming that a typi al rural connection costs twice the average LV connection
cost, the latter is 750 USD according to [1].
Source: World Bank, MINITRAPE/GTZ and team estimates.
From this table 3.3 one can conclude that the annualized costs for the household using
kerosene is higher than for the PV-systems and the grid connection. But the low initial costs
of the kerosene lamp makes this the most common option. In paragraph 3.3 it is shown
how these three options compare with each other if the barrier of high initial investment
costs can be reduced.
Financial internal rates of return (FIRR) of the investment in a solar home system can be
calculated, starting from the kerosene using household as a base case. For the households
having PV-systems it is assumed that they still use two batteries a month for a torch (see
paragraph 3.1.1). In case of the 20 Wp PV-system 3.3 bottles of kerosene per month are
consumed. Because of the larger capacity of the 53 Wp system no additional kerosene
consumption is needed. For both PV~systems the FIRR is found tobe around 15% (for the
CPQ system 14.4% and for the imported system 16.4%, see Annex 10). The effect of the
higher investment costs of the larger system is offset by the increased savings in kerosene.
The fact that the internal rates of return are approximately equal does hot toean that one
is indifferent in the choice between the two systems. The much higher level of services
rendered with the larger system, which is only slightIy more expensive, makes this 53 Wp
system clearly preferab(e.

3.3 Financing Aspects
For obtaining a loan for a solar home system a prospective owner has to open an account
at the Banque Populaire. Only after the 20,000 FRW down-payment has been made, the
instailation will be delivered. Maturity of the loan depends on income and the percentage
of the income reserved for reimbursement, being at least 20%, Lowest income households
(12,500 FRW per month) are allowed to spread reimbursements over a period of 48

12

months, resulting in monthly payments of 1,866 FRW. Interest is always 13%. A typical
household with an income of 20,000 FRW a month has to repay the loan in 32 monthly
instalments of 2,584 FRW.
To make the financial costs to the households comparable for the three basic systems as
described in tables 3.1 to 3.3, they are all assumed tobe financed with a loan with an
interest rare of 13% and a maturity of 4 years. No downpayment has been assumed to
simplify the presentation of the results in table 3.4. The yearly costs in the first fout years
consists of the annualized costs of the investment added to the yearly operating cost.
Annual costs after 4 year includes replacements of lamps, batteries and regulators.
lncandescent Iamps are assumed to cost 125 FRW and to last for 1000 hours. Resulöng
annual cost figures are presented in table 3.4.
Table 3.4.

Annual costs of the systems are financed with a loan of 13% and a maturil~l of
4 years.
Annual costs in
first 4 years
(FRW/yr)

Annual costs
after 4 years
(FRW/yr)

25,224

25,224

2a. 20 Wp PV system (CPQ)

32,557

9,827

2b. 53 Wp PV system (import)

37,380

10,085

1

Kerosene lamp and batteries for radio

3a. Grid connection 1

18,836

3b. Grid connection I1
L

68,425

5,232
5,232

Source: based on table 3.1 to 3.4.

In case loans can be obtained with a maturity of four years, the annual costs in the first four
years for the PV-systems are only about 30 and 50% higher than for the kerosene using
household. But after four years the annuaI costs are 60% lower. If loans can are available
with a maturity of 4 years or longer, the barrier of high initial investment costs is reduced,
which implies that PV-systems can can substitute for a substantiai share of current
kerosene consump6on. The grid connection with the lowest investment costs (3a) is by far
the toost favourable op6on for the household, if financing can be arranged.
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4. BARRIER$ FOR COMMERCIALIZATION OF
SOLAR PHOTOVOLTAICS
Fout important barriers for commercialization have heen identified. In decreasing order of
importance these are; the high initiaI investment costs, access to credit, after-sales services
ar~d the dimensioning of the currently rnarketed system. How a decrease in the monthly
costs to the user is expected to affect the demand for solar home systems is discussed in
paragraph 4.2. The role of credit availability is outlined in paragraph 4.3. In addition to the
financial barriers, the current lack of a well functioning maintenance and repair service is
the most important constraint in wider-scale commercialization of solar home systems. In
paragraph 4.4 these after-sales service aspects are discussed. Another constraint is the
relative dimensions of the different components of the available systems, which is discussed in paragraph 4.5. Some possible measures for reducing the costs to the household
are outlined in paragraph 4.6. Exempts from import tariffs and other duties appear to make
a considerable difference.

4.1PresentMarket
The present market for solar home systems is being supplied by CPQ with installations
produced in Kabgayi. Current production volume of photovoltaic home installations in
Nabgayi suggests a demand level of 100-150 systems per year. According to the UBPR,
between 200 and 300 systems have been financed in the past two years. The following
considerations have to be made in regard to this Iow level,
a) Promotion campaigns and the availability of credit to finance the installations were only
started around two years ago. Marker development of solar home systems is clearly in
an early stage.

b) Part of the demand from prospective users could not be met because of difficulties in
obtaining credit from the local Banque Populaire.
c) The high price level of the system at around 50,000 FRW before and 90,000 FRW after
the 67% devaluation of the FRW in November 1990. This is equivalent to about 2.5
times the average annual per capita income.

4.2 System Costs and the Market for Solar Home Systems
Two estimates are made of the potential demand for solar home systems; the first for the
current price Ievel and a second in case a reduction of 50% of the annual costs to the
household can be attained.

An estimate of the potential demand for PV-installations at current price levels can be made
by analysing kerosene consumption. Because its use is primarily for Iighting, PV systems
are a substitute for kerosene consumption. The following assumptions are made to
estimate the number of kerosene us[ng households which are potential candidates for
obtaining a PV-system:
a) 20% (somewhat arbitrarily chosen) of the total household kerosene consumption (8000
TOE/year) is for lighting in areas (rural or urban) where no grid extension is foreseen
for the next 20 years.
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b) average kerosene consumption for lighting is 0.1 Iitre per household per day.6
c) 25% of the kerosene using households can afford to participate in a credit scheme with
monthly insta~ments of ~,866 FRW or more.
Based on substitution of apart of current kerosene consumption this would imply a
potential marker for PV systems of around 10,000 households (urban and ruraI), given the
current PV-system prices. This rneans a marker of about 500 systems a year.

Current price level and the relatively high uncertainty related to the introduction of a new
technology keeps solar home systems out of reach of the majority of the rural population.
To be able to reach a large part of the rural population, monthly payments ~or electricity
should not surpass a level of 20% of the total household income of around 500 USD a year.
This would suggest a maximum fee of about 1000 FRW per month.
When the costs to the household could be reduced to 1000 FRW a month, solar home
systems could be afforded by a ¢onsiderable part of the rural population. Annual costs for
such a PV-system would be only half of the costs for the kerosene using household (see
table 3.4). The rnarket for solar home systems could become larger than estimated from
substitution of current kerosene consumption. An indication of the market s~ze can be
obtained assuming that 10% of the rural population can be reached within the next 15
years. This would imply a demand ot: around 10,000 systems a year, which can be
interpreted as an optimistic upper estimate of the potential marker in the medium terra.

4.3 Credit Availability
To finance solar home systems, credit facilities are offered by [JBPR. Depending on income
of the Ioan applicant, maturities vary from 11 to 48 months with an interest rate fixed at
3%, Only if the down-payment of 20% hâve heen made the PV-system wilI be installed.

At the moment hot ali of the independent regional CIBPR banks are allowed to offer credit.
Credit availability is limited by lack of locaI deposits and arrears in outstanding loans.
Especially when potential demand would increase considerably over current (effective)
demand of 100-150 systems per year, restricted credit avai|abi|ity wil| become an increasing constraint on the development of the marker for solar home systems. The potential
demand figures mentioned in paragraph 4.2 can only become effective if access to credit
will be improved.

4.4 Maintenance and Afte~r-Sales Service
For the photovoltaic systems for health centres delivered through BUFMAR, part of the
available funds have been reserved for maintenance. Because of the high quality of the
installations and the regular visits by a technician at least once a year, there are seldom
problems with malfunctionin9 of the system, lts reliability is probably comparable to that
of the national grid.
Owners of solar home systems of CPQ obtain a one year guarantee period and are entitled
to rêceive three maintenance visits in the first year. According to an evaluation study [21
many technicaI problems oecurred, especia|ly with the battery and the regulator. Part of
these problerns are probably caused by the fact that the users are inexperienced with this
new technology, part of it is because of the lack of maintenance and another part is caused

6

Note that the kerosene consumption from the survey [2] is the average of a group of
rather well-to-do rural households. An average over all kerosene consumers is
expected tobe lower.
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by the module power being too low compared to the load. Also malfunctioning of the
regulator seemed to have resulted in battery failure, A/arge part of the users encounttred
one or more technical prob]ems in the first year. It is therefore very likely that a certain
amount of technicaI problems wilI continue to appear after the 9uarantee period bas
e×pired. Ten technicians have heen trained, and the setting up of a maintenance contract
is under study. Wher~ the solar home systems of apart of the users stop functioning
because they cannot be repaired, this will cause negative publicity and become a serious
barrier to further commercializa~ion. A maintenance and repair service bas to be set up
soon as possible, preferably including a maintenance contract.

4,5 Dimensions of the Currently Marketed PV-Systems
As bas been described already, the toost common solar home system in Rwanda consists
of a module of 16 Wp and a Ioad of three Iamps of 8 W and a 4 W radio adaptor. In the
survey among the users of these systems [2] one of the complaints mentioned was that the
duration of the Iighting is insufficient. This shows that the module Wattage is too low
compared to the connected load. A module power which is too low in relation to electrìcity
demând leads to unfulfilled expectations of the users, Recently production bas started of
20 Wp modules in Kabgayi. Sales of these panels have hot started yet, but these are meant
to substitute for the 16 Wp. It is however questionable if this increase is sufficient.
A rough calculation for estimating the panel capa¢ity has heen made. If three lamps of 8
W each are utilized for 3 hours a day and the 2 W radio is used for 5 hours, the resulting
daily demand is 82 Wh. With a battery efficiency of 80%, a regulator efficiency of 90% and
a correction of 85% for less than optimal positioning of the panel [4], average daily
generation needs tobe 134 Wh. With an average daily insolation of 4 kWh/m2/day, the
minimum panel power should be 34 Wp.
The calculations presented here shows that for the three lamps and a radio the demand is
too high for a single 16 Wp or 20 Wp panel. R is therefore advised that the 20 Wp modules
are only sold in combination with at toost two lamps and a radio adapter. As an extra
benefit the cost of this smaller system is reduced somewhat. If a household desires three
or fout lamps and a radio connection, at least two panels of 16 Wp or 20 Wp are advised.

4.6 Possible Steps to Reduce PV-System Costs to Households
A few measures are outlined below which could result in reduction of the monthly payment
~rom at |east 1866 FRW to around 100ô FRW per month, The figures associated with the
different steps should be interpreted as an illustration; they are just indications of one of
the possible ways of halving the costs to the household of the systems which are now being
produced in Kabgayi. The cost build-up resulting from steps I to I11 is presented in table 4.1.
I. An increased demand will cause import cost to decrease with 10%.
Il. As a protection for local production, al! components of solar systems will be exempted
from import tariffs and other import restrictions. The tariff for imported complete
systems could remain at 15%. This would reduce import cost by 20% to 30%.
111. The increased production rate will cause a decrease of 10% in assembling cost, in
installation and maintenance cost and in the margin for the distributors.

1V. lnterest on the loans from the Banque Populaire is ]owered to 9% and the maturity bas
to become 6 years to reduce monthly reimbursement~ to 1000 FRW.
With a 15,000 FRW down-payment and a 9% interest rate for a period of 6 years, this would
result in monthly reimbursements of oNy 966 FRW.
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Table 4. I.

Cost build-up after possible cost reduction measures for a 20 Wp CPQ system.

Item

Current situation

New situation

Imported components
Customs handling (4%)
Import Iicense (5%)
Import tariff (20%)
Production, installation and margin
Sales Tax (10%)

400 USD
lô USD
20 USD
80 USD
139 USD
65 USD

ô0 USD
0 USD
0 USD
0 USD
125 USD
49 ~JSD

System Retail Price

720 USD

534 LISD

Source: team estimates.
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5. FACILITATING COMMERCIALIZATION OF SOLAR
HOME SYSTEMS
The conditions for solar home systems in Rwanda are favourable for a take off. The
resource, solar energy, is available in reasonable amounts. Most rural households live
dispersed over the ¢ountryside and will hot be grid-connected within the next 50 years.
Rural areas are monetized already to some extent and a network of regional banks exists,
which can play a role in financing rural photovoltaic electrification. Rwanda has ten years
of experience in the use of photovoltaic systems in health centres, which bas acted as a
demonstration of the technology. Over the past two years, hundreds of solar home systems
have heen sold to households, bringing the number of photovoltaic instaIIation in use to
about 700. But wider-scale commercialization is hampered by a few barriers which have
to be reduced first. As described in chapter 4, these are the high investment costs,
unavaflability of credit, maintenance and repair problems, and the inappropriate relative
dimensions of the system components.
Because of the extensive experience in demonstration of the technology and because the
first steps for commercialization have heen taken aiready, Rwanda would benefit most from
an activity systematically aiming at reducing the current barriers for further commercialization. Local and foreign suppliers of solar home systems should be free in selecting a
design to be marketed in Rwanda. The role of the Govemment would l~e primarily to
establish favourable conditions for promoting photovoltaics as a least-cost altemative for
rural electrification. This would imply a.o., imposing standards assuring a minimum
product quality ~evel and appropriate designs; defining requirements of maintenance and
repair and facilitating a more effective financing system.
In the proposed activity, the reIative]y high investment costs of the currently marketed
smalI systems is dealt with by allowing imports of systems at roughly the same price leve],
but with more than twice the capacity. A revolving fund could form the foundation of a
]arger credit scheme, making solar home systems affordable toa larger part of the
population. After-sales services such as repair and maintenance should be stimulated by
the local banks, e.g. by including the costs of a service contract in the loan. As a result of
the combination of easier access to credit, more limited technica] risk, and improved
after-sales services, the demand for solar home systems will substantiaily increase. This is
a necessary condition for suppliers to become interested in further development of the
marker in Rwanda.
The activity would comprise the following tasks over a period of one year:
1. Assistance to the Govemment of Rwanda in formulating a poIicy for facilitating commercialization of solar photovoltaics, including import tariffs for components and
complete systems, and inclusion of photovoltaics in rural electrification schemes, in
those cases where they constitute the least-cost option.
2. Assisting the Government of Rwanda in eva]uating the requests for an import iicence
and subsequent proposaIs for maintenance and repair schemes for solar home systems.
Criteria need to be formulated for solar photovoltaic insta]]ations to become eligible for
financing through the revolving fund. This concems minimum performance requirements of both the system and its components, and indicating a maximum al]owab]e
load for a given module capacity.
3. Improving financing mechanisms for solar home systems for which the current credit
facilities of the Banque Populaire can be raken as a starting point. A revoIving fund
shou]d be established to finance the necessary imports. Appropriate interest spreads for
the financia] intermediaries should be determined, as we]] as interest rates and ma-
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turities for the loan applicants. An assessment can be made of the need for and
consequences of a guarantee fund, to reduce the risks of retarded or suspended
reimbursements to the loeal banks.
4. Monitoring the performance of about 100 solar home systems sold through the revolving fund. This evaluation of the financial-economic, technical and social aspects of the
introduction of new PV-installations will provide the feedback to further improve execution of the above-mentioned activities. Outcomes of this monitoring effort will be crucial
in formulating a further larger-scale program.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Solar home systems constitute a technically and financially viable alternative for grid
extension in rural electrification irl Rwanda.
Annualized costs for the two considered solar home systems are Iower than the annualized
costs of consumption of kerosene and disposable batteries in a sample of households who
recently obtained a PV-instaI/ation.
The current marker size of solar home systems in Rwanda is 100-1,50 units per year. It is
projected to reach approximately 500 systems a year, under the condition that credit is
available (maturity 4 years; interest rate 13%; with current PV-system prices).
Main identified barriers for commercialization of solar home systems are in decreasing
order of importance; the high initial investment costs, limited access to credit, maintenance
and repair problems and the inappropriate dimensioning of currently marketed systems.
The level of services in the form of lighting and radio use for an imported PV-system of
53 Wp is [ound tobe much higher than [or the current|y marketed 16 to 20 Wp systems.
With the current credit schemes of UBPR, the monthly costs of a solar home system in the
first fout years can be reduced toa level which is only 30 to 50% higher thar~ the monthly
costs incurred bya kerosene using household.

A maintenance and repair service has to be set up as soon as possible, preferably including
a maintenance contract.
In Rwanda, 16 Wp to 20 Wp modules provide insuffi¢ient electricity to power three or more
lamps. It is therefore advised that the 20 Wp modules will be sold only in combination with
at toost two lamps and a radio adapter.
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ANNEX 1. TERMS OF REFERENCE

Prom:

Mr. F. Nie~wenhout
DGIS/DST/ML (Hassing)
22 May 1991
Terras of refersnce short mission Rwanda (29/5191 - 15/6/91)
Status anti potentinl of photovoltmic (PrO systems in Rwanda

For the ongoing project "Improved Stoves and Kilns" in Rwanda, execute.d by the World
Bank (P~MAP)rond ~nanc.ed by DGIS, a rrdssion is fielded by the Bank. Teamleader of the
mission is Mr. ~/Ru der Plas of P.SMAP, and item 2 (ir) ofhis T.O.R. reads:
Following up on MINITWAPg’s request to the Bank far providing assistance with
photovoltaic systems for prowding elecräcity to househalds.
You will ean’y out ~e msks related to this item, w~ieh are de, seribed below in further detail,
under tlae supervision of ~e teamleader.
Before your departure you will contact DGIS/DSTI!v~ (’Mr. I-lassing) and upon your arrivíd
in Rwanda you will contact the Royal Netherlands ~mbímsy.
Your report, afmr approval by the tsaml~der, will be presentexl to anti eleared by the
re, levant Rwandan au~orides b~fore your departure. Copies will be provifled to ~e
Netl~¢rlands’ ]~mbassy and to DSTIML.

You wi11 evaluate the ongoing PV activiti~s in Rwanda: organisations involved (governmental
and non-governmental), type of invoivement (finaneing, subsidy, informaläon,
impl~m~ntat~on, maint~nmace, ~te.), type of elients (urban/rural househol~s, or other),
indicarion of their ¢xperience and the problems eneotmtemd (safisfaction, type of PV
systems, type of loads, prices, technical problems), anti their percepfion of furore
developments. If available, radiaúon data will be eollected from the Meteomlogieal Service
or or, her Sotlre~.

You wil1 identify and prioritize the eonstraints toa wider-seale eommereialization of PV
systems in Rwanda anti indieate how to overeome these problems. This ineludes a
eompm’ison with the present eosts of rural edectrífieation and a brief review of re2tsvant
import and trading laws, in order to eompare imported and loeally ass~mbled systems. You
will indieate to what extent loeal insùmtions and/or private ~rms ean be involved in the
dcvelopment, testing, asse.rnbly, marketing and m~intenanee of household PV sysmms (or
tlaeir eomponents).
If the results of tbc abovc analysis ~re positive, you wiìà outline a project proposal to
eommercialíze household PV sysmms in Rwanda, ineluding a proposed budget and time
schedule, and an org~misational setup.
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ANNEX 2. LIST OF PERSONS MET DURING THE
MISSION
Emmanuel AKPA
Emmanuel BASIMBIZI
Max BOREEL
P. COSTA
Peter ENGELMANN
Chiel LIJDSMAN
David MUZIGAMFIZI
Jean de Dieu NGABONZIZA
Perpetué NSABIMANA MURAMUTSE
Gaspard NYABANIKA
Derk van de POEL
lsaac RUSANGIZA
1. RWARAKABIJE
Pierre de SCHAETZEN
Philippe SIMONIS
Pancrace TWAGIRAMUTARA

Resident Representative of the World Bank in
Rwanda
Director of Basimbizi Multilateral Systems
Consul of the Netherlands in Rwanda
Comptoir Produits Quincaillerie (CPQ)
Senior Technical Advisor, Energy Division, Deutsche Gesellschaft für Technische Zusammenarbelt (GTZ) GMBH
Administrative Director of BU~’MAR
Technician of BUFMAR
Head of Division of Exploitation of New and Renewable Energy, D.G. Energy, MINITRAPE.
Coordinator of lmproved Stove Project of MINITRAPE-UNDP-WB
D.G. Energy, MINITRAPE
Netherlands Organisation for Development Assistance (SNV)
Head of Climatology Division of MINITRAPE
Director of Credit Services, l’Union des Banques
Populaires
Development Committee of the Diocese of Kabgayi
GTZ/MINITRAPE
Professor of Sociology, University of Butare
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ANNEX 3. FIELD VISIT TO PV SYSTEMS IN
PREFECTURE KIBONGO
The ministry of Public Works, Water and Electricity (MINITRAPF_) is evaluating experiences
with PV systems in Rwanda. Its division for Exploitation of New and Renewable Energy is
involved in a pflot project in cooperation with GTZ. First results after about saven months
of operation ware described in an evaluation report dated N.ay 1990 IA1.1]. At the moment
a new evaluation effort, focusing on acceptance of the technology, is m~de by Professor
Pancrace TWAGIRAMUTARA, a sociologist of Butare University. This field visit was part of
this evaluation./Vl|N|TRAPE was ~epresented by Mr. Gaspard NYABAN|KA, an e|ectrical
engineer.
Six PV-installations ware visited in commune Sake, prefecture Kibongo, in the South-East
of the country. Half of them are owned by individuals and the other half are systems in use
by missionary posts. In Rukome parish, a community building, a health centre and a house
have been supplied with PV-systems.
PV systems in health centras
CentraI office of Rukoma parish.
Two panels of approximately 40 Wp from ENE Brussels. One fluorescent lamp of 2x8 W
was the original load connected. The system was installed about ten years ego. Because
Rukoma bas obtained a grid connection two years aflo it is now only used for recharging
batteries.
Rukoma Health Centre
The first system consists of two 38.4 Wp panels from AEG, instal|ed in 1984. It uses an
AEG regulator (BCR 12S80) and one VARTA battery of 12 V, 200 Ah (blo. 700 27). A
second system of saven panels is attached to three 200 Ah batteries. Both installations are
only used as back-up. There is no wi||in9ness to transfer the systems toa hot yet electrified
health centre, because of unreliability of the grid electricity.
The batteries in the installations of the central office and of Rukoma Health Centre seem
to function well as a back-up system. However for this purpose the solar panels are
redundant. Since the panels generally make up for more than half of the system costs, and
they can be expected to function at leest another ten years, it is worth considering reusing
them.
Jarame Health Centre
The system is instafled in 1988 ~nd con~ists of 3 F-LCOSOLAR modules of about 40 Wp
each. It is used to operate a radio-telephone and 10 fluorescent lamps of 13 W. This health
centre is the only one visited which is not connected to the grid. Capacity limitation was
the only complaínt. In the rainy season, the batteries are exhausted al, er about two hours
of lighting in between 15 and 20 days a year.

BUFMAR has supplied most of the above mentioned systems. It provides 80% of the costs
involved. Its employees regularly visit the installations for maintenance and to solve
technical problems. Al1 the users appear to be content with the role of BUFMAR in the
supply and maintenance of the solar systems.
Solar home systems from CPQ
In commune Sake three households were visited who are using the small 16 Wp systems
supplied by CPQ. There locations ware found by enquiring locally. Four other users were
ídentified in the neighbourhood but these ware hot visited. A|l three systems ware obtained
in 1989 (September?) for FRW 50,000, and financed with credit from the Banque
Populaire. An advance payment of I~RW 10,000 has been mede and the rest is paid in
monthly insta|ments of FRW 1,700.
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Al[ households encountered technical problems. One of the systems had to be repaired,
which fell within the guarantee period. Battery terminals were rusted in all three cases.
There was a complaint that if the three lamps were used at the same time the luminosity
decreased.
Two of the househo|ds remarked that the capacity of the system is insufficient. In one case
the two lamps could hot be used for more than two hours each per day. A radio was
connected because of the lack of capacity and now uses about three batteries per month.
One household previously used five bottles (72 cl) of kerosene per month for two lamps.
With a current local price of FRW 140 per bottle this amounts to FRW 700 per month.
A shopowner uses bis installation ~lso to charge batteries for others. He asks FRW 1 O0 per
charge.
Literature:

Al. 1 "Evaluation de la première phase du Project d’Eclairage par énergie solaire en milieu
rural mené conjointement par l’Union des Banques Populaires et la Société CPQ", Ministère
des Travaux P~2blics, de l’Energie et de l’F-au, Direction Générale de |’Energie, Ki9ali, Mai
1990.
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ANNEX 4. VI$IT TO BASIMBIZI MULTILATERAL
SYSTEMS, 3-6-1991
One of the two domestic suppliers of PV installations for home lighting is 1BASIMB|ZI
Multilateral Systems in Kigali. Its founder, Mr. BASIMBIZI, gained experience as electrotechnical engineer in Belgium, where he stayed for 19 years. Mid 1990 a prototype of a
portable solar powered lamp was introduced. Commercial production bas started with
credit obtained as part of the ~~Programme Spécial Energie~~, a combined activity of
MIN1TRAPE and GTZ. The first systems are due to be delivered mid June 1991.
The system consists of a compact fluorescent lamp of 7 W with a luminosity of 400 lumen,
which is fitted on top of a box containing the regulator and the battery. Powered by an 11
Wp amorphous silicon module from Chronar France, it is designed to provide on average
three hours of lighting under local ¢ircumstances. A sealed maintenanee free lead-acid
battery is applied, with a capacity of 6.5 Ah, 12 V (Panasonic LCR12V). Two days are
needed to charge this battery. System cost will be 45,000 FRW.
Charging during daytime is regulated by a Battery Control Unit which has been designed
by Mr. BASIMBIZI himself, and is assembled from imported components. It eontains a
protection against overcharging of the battery and an indication of its charge level with a
bi-colour LED. This is red and blinking if the battery state of charge is less than 40%, red
if the state of charge is between 40 and 60%, green between 60 and 90%, and green and
blinking if the state of charge is more than 90%. Besides this indication, there is no
electronic protection preventing deep discharge. However, if the battery voltage drops
beIow a certain level the Iamp stops functioning.
To start production a credit from GTZ was obtained of 4.5 million FRW. This was utiIized
o.a. for importing the components for 100 systems. An additional subsídy of 300,000 FRW
has been allocated for a training program, which is somewhat delayed at the moment. If
reimbursements are regular, and if there appears to be a proven market for the portabIe
lamp, l:urther support from GTZ can be e×pected.
BASIMBIZI projects a marker of 200 portable lamps per month by the end of 199 l. Local
traders suppIying the system wiIl get a price reduction of 5% for 12 pieces, 10% for 48
pieces and 15% if they place an order of 192 pieces, lndividual purchasers can obtain credit
via the Banques Populaires. They need to open an account at a branch office. After a 20%
down payment bas been made, the purchaser signs a contract with BASIMBIZl, and obtains
a system. The rest is paid back in monthly instalments over a period of 4 years, with an
interest rare of 13%.

Procedures for instaflation and maintenance are hOt completely clear yet. In March 1991
MIbIITRAPE organised the training of PV system installers, one for each of the ten
prefectures. Trainees, having typically three years of secondary education, work already
in the regions, e.g. in a garage. For them, installing the PV-systems is hot expected tobe
a full-time activity in the near future. They are meant to take care of both the systems of
CPQ and of BASIMBIZI. For the latter they will be trained to do simple repairs and in case
it is necessary to change the print card with the regulator. After the guarantee period of one
year has expired, one has to pay 4,000 FRW for this replacement.
Based on the above mentioned cost figures the following rough estimation of the rest of the
costs can be made. If sold separately, the price of the module and the battery is 2.14 times
the cost of importing them. Assuming that the same margin appIies to the rest of the
imported system components, the cost to BASIMBIZI of the components amounts to
58,000/í~. 14 is 27,000 FRW. This would imply that the cost of the imported components
are around 60% of the sales price of the system (or 70% if delivered in large quantities with
a discount of 15%). A margin of 30-40% for BASIMBIZI does not seem tobe unreasonably
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high. If components of solar systems could be exempt from import duties, a considerable
reduction of the system price could be obtained. Assuming the same margJn this would
result in price of about 33,000 FRW.
Table A4.1. Cost build up of solar lamp.
Component

Export
Price

Module 11 Wp
Regulator eomponents
Battery 6.5 Ah
7 W fluorescent

64.5 DEM
13.6 DEM

Import duty

Tota|
Cost

15%
30-70%
25%
N.A.

13,700
7,750*)

38%7

Total

Retail
Price* *)
30,000
4,000
16,000
8,000
45,000

*) Estimated, assuming 1.6 DEM = ].0 USD and 10.0 ~JSD transport costs.
~*) Retail prices of the system parts when solcl separate.
Source: BASIMB1ZI Multilateral Systems.
BASIMBIZI is now evaluating the possibilities for non-portable systems with more than one
lamp. The following combinations are foreseen using 7 W lamps and I ] Wp panels:
Table A4.2. Solar home systems under study with BASIMBIZI.
Battery

1~o. lamps

No of 11 Wp panels

Price (FRW)

6.5 Ah
6.5
6.5

1
2
3

1
1
1

54,000
62,000
70,000

16 Ah
16
16

2
3
4

1
2
2

76,000
114,000
122,000

24 Ah
’24
, 24

4
6
8

2
2
3

132,000
148,000
~94,000

Source: BASIMBIZI Multilateral Systems.
The prices of the different components are ] 6,000 FRW for the 6.5 Ah battery, 30,000 FRW
for the 16 Ah battery, 40,000 FRW fox the 24 Ah battery, 8,000 FRW per 7 W lamp and
30,000 FRW per 11 Wp module.

This is much higher than the 20% which has been mentioned by Costa of CPQ. Taking
into account that the module and battery together make up a large part of the import
cost, the actual figure is probably close to 20%.
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ANNEX 5. SUMMARY OF AN EVALUATION STUDY
OF EXPERIENCES WITH LOCALLY MADE
PV-INSTALLATIONS
In 1989 a rural PV demonstration project was started in Rwanda with 100 systems. It was
organized by l’~Jnion des Banques Populaires (UBPR), an organisation having Iocal branch
offices in about 120 communities all over the country. A credit system was designed to
allow purchasers to finance their PV-installation. Systems were assembled in Rwanda.
CPQ, a private firm, imported the components, which were assembled in Kabgayi, and then
retumed to CPQ in Kigali. UBPR was responsible for the marketing. If at least ten people
per local bank had deposited their down-payment, CPQ installed the systems. Before
continuing with a ~arge scale commercialisation program, UBPR and CPQ decided to
evaluate their common project. The General Directorate of Energy of the Ministry of Public
Works, Energy and Water (MINITRAPE) was chosen as the executing agent of the
evaluation study. It received support from the "Programme Spécial Energie" of M1NITRAPE/GTZ. This annex is a summary of the resulting evaluation report I1].
The system consists of a 16 Wp PV-panel and a 5 A battery charge controller, both locally
assembled in Kabgayi. An ordinary 35 Ah, 12 V car battery is used (National or AEV) to
power three 8 W fluorescent Iamps (imported from Fisher Karpark lndustries, UK). A radio
can be connected through a transformer. CaMes and installation are included in the price
of 50,000 FRW. Two wooden blocks are used to attach the panel on the roof, which is
generally of corrugated iron sheet under a small inchnation of 10-20 degrees.
A survey bas been conducted under 37 of the 100 households. After about half year of
utilisation the following complaints were obtained:
39% of the batteries were discharged too deep (This severely reduces the lire time of
a battery).
16% of the batteries had an electrolyte level which is too low.
16% of the cables were in a bad condition.
16% had encountered problems with the charge regulator.
13% had a damaged radio connection.
10% had problems with the lamps.
10% of the batteries had to be replaced.
6% of the households had their radio damaged by the soIar system.
Almost all households encountered one or more technicaI problems. Most of these could
bê traced back to malfunctioning of the regulator. One should remind that a not-properly
working regulator often Ieads toa damaged battery caused by full discharge.
The majority ofthe households who obtained a solar system were relatively well to do. Most
of the family heads were civil servants (14) and traders (11). Four people made a living
by producing handicrafts, there was one taxi driver and only one farmer among the 31
users. 58% of the houses had a roof of corrugated iron sheet, the rest having tiles. Houses
are large, and made of bricks and have on average 4.8 rooms.
Most of the respondents (93%) owned a kerosene lamp, which was still used in 77% of the
cases because of the need to illuminate more rooms and tobe able to use a portable lamp.
14% uses less candles than before the instaliation of the PV-system. Another household
energy survey (mainly dealing with wood consumption in BUTARE prefecture) showed that
only 5% of the farmers owned a kerosene lamp, while 59% were using wax and 31% were
using wood for Iighting.
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Disadvantages of us]ng kerosene lamps versus photovoltaics which were mentioned during
the survey were the following; the high cost of the kerosene (47%), the smoke of the
kerosene ~amp (21%), the lower qual
~g (21%). Perce~ved advantages of the
PV-system are; the higher qlua]ity of ~
%), the absence of smoke (28%), and
the lower expenditures (23%). Most of the advantages ment~oned were related to the higher
comfort associated with the use of electric lighting.
Problems mentioned by the users are;
the short period of lighting available per day (27%)
hot enough lamps (14%)
problems with the lamp fixture (8%)
technical problems with the radio adaptor (8%)
technical problems with the regulator 9%)
problems with the battery (5%)
problems with the lamps (5%)
reimbursement of the monthly instalments (3%).
Only three of the users had checked electro[yte leve]. Two of them added disti]led water
obtained through CPQ, and the other added rain water.
For a comparison of the yearly cost of PV-system with the costs of using a kerosene lamp
and batteries for radios, an average household was taken using their ]amp for 4.4 hours a
day, consuming 3.36 litre of kerosene per month, for a price of 100 FRW per litre. The
average household now uses 16.8 batteries per month less than before the installation of
the PV-system. Batteries cost 35 FRW a piece. Tabla A5.1 shows the yearly cost before
the PV system was introduced, and tabla A5.2 the annualized cost of a PV installation. For
the calculation of the annuity, an interest rata of 9% has been used which was applied at
that time for ]oans by the Banque Populaire for these PV-systems.
Tabla A5.1. A nnualized costs of using kerosene lamps and batteries, using an interest rata

of 9%
Item
Kerosene lamp
Kerosene
Batteries
Maintenance (10%/yr)

Cost (FRW)
630
4032
7056
63

Lire (yr)
4
1
1
1

Tota]:

Annuity (FRW)
195
4032
7056
63
11346

Source: [1].

3O

Table A5.2. Annualized cost of a solar photovoltaic system at an interest late of 9%.
Item
16 Wp PV-module
Regulator 5 A
Battery 35 Ah
3 Lamps 8 W
Radio adaptor 4 W
Wire (20 m)
Installation÷benefits
Maintenance ( 1% )

Cost (FRW)

Lire (yr)

25000
2500
4000
7500
2000
1200
7800
500

10
3
3
5
3
10
10
1

Total:

Annuity (FRW)
3900
988
1580
1928
770
187
1217
500
11090

Source: Il].
Literature:
1. "Evaluation de la première phase du Projet d’éclairage par énergie solaire en milieu rural
mené conjointement par l’Union des Banques Populaires et la Société CPQ", Philippe
SIMONIS (MINITRAPE D.G. Energy/GTZ and Jean de Dieu NGABONZIZA (MINITRAPE
D.G. Energy), Kigali, May 1990.
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ANNEX 6. MINUTES OF THE MEETING WITH MR.
COSTA OF CPQ, 5-6-1991.
Comptoirs Produits Quincaillerie (CPQ) has two years of experience in marketing the solar
photovoltaic systems produced in KabgayL Until now around 400 small installations have
been soldg. Prospective users can chose from a range of eight different systems comprised
of one or two PV-panels of 16 Wp, between three and eight lamps of 8 W or 13 W, and one
or two connections for a radio. In the future the power of the module wiIl be increased to
20 Wp.
A basic system consists of a 20 Wp panel, three 8 W lamps, a 12 V car battery of 35 Ah,
a transformer for a radio connection, a regulator and 20 meter of wiring. InstalIation and
three maintenance visits in the first year are included in the price. If bought directly from
CPQ this system costs 98,334 FRW, but when it is obtained through the Banques
Populaires the price is 89,557, under the condition that at least 10 systems have been
ordered in one region. This includes a 10% Value Added Tax. After a down-payment of
20,000 FRW has heen made, this system is installed by CPQ, and the user reimburses the
Banque Populai~e. Current interest rate is 13%. /~aturity of the ioan depends on income
and varies between 11 and 48 months. In the latter case monthly instalments are 1866
FRW. Recently, a portable lamp, the SUN’X of TOTAL, with a 5 Wp panel has been
introduced for a price of 24,000 FRW. This has not yet been introduced to the Banques
Populaires.9
According to Mr. COSTA there are almost no problems with maintenance and repairs of
the solar energy installations. Letters have been send to 100 users to ask for complaints,
and inviting them to obtain a reimbursement if they were hot content with the system. Until
now nobody has accepted this offer. Recently 10 persons have heen trained to take are
of the maintenance in each of the 10 prefectures. There is no experience yet if this
functions. A maintenance contract, which would start after one year, when the guarantee
period has expired, is under study now.
The main bottleneck preventing widespread use is the high cost of the system. People in
the lower income brackets can only afford a solar system if the monthly cost will be limited
to about 400 FRW. in that case there would bea considerably larger marker for solar
energy. Therefore a crucial factor in decreasing the barriers for a wide-scale application of
photovoltaics is a further reduction of the locaI production costs. Production cost of the
panel are hígher than abroad, because of expensive machinery. But the regulator can be
produced much cheaper because of the high labour content.

8
9

But only between 200 and 300 according to the UBPR.
An evaluation of this lamp, made by Mr. Pierre de SCHAETZEN (the person
responsible for the local production in Kabgayi), the lamp has to be handIed carefully
tobe useful. The regulator does hOt prevent overcharging or deep discharge of the
battery.
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ANNEX 7. ASSEMBLING OF PV-MODULES AND
REGULATORS IN KABGAYI
Since 1981, Father Pierre de SCHAETZIEN of the development committee of the diocese
of Kabgayi has headed a workshop, where photovoltaic modules and regulators are being
assembled. AII the eomponents are imported. The photovoltaic cells originate from ENE
in Brussels. Until now almost one thousand modules have heen produced, 200 of 12 Wp,
600 of 16 Wp and 200 of the latest model of 20 Wp. In the beginning most systems have
heen delivered to health centres. Since the end of 1988 CPQ has taken over the task of
importing the components and marketing the PV-installations.
Currently, modu/es are produced from 38 square poly-crystalline cells of 7.5 X 7.5
These are joined together and put race-down on a plate of sheet glass. With tri-chlorideethane the joints are cleaned. For encapsulation, one litre of transparent polyester is
poured at the back of the cells, the liquid being contained bya protruding edge of about
cm of silicone. For the preparation of this liquid, the polyester is mixed with a curing agent
(SYLGARD 184). The air bubb]es in this viscous fluid are extracted bya small vacuum
pump. After the polyester liquid is poured over the cells, it is allowed to harden in an oven
with a temperature of 65-80 C, three at a time. The module is finished with a eluminum
frame.
To find out what is the optimal number of cells per module, Mr. PROSPER of the university
of Butare has been asked to conduct a comparative study using modules with 38, 36, 34
and 32 cells per module. If this results in the finding that a lower number of cells per module
is desirable that might save up to 10% in the investmen~ cost of the panel.

A battery charge controller with five functions is assembled from imported components. It
bas a prevention against overcharging if the battery voltage reaches 14 V. Disconnection
of the load takes place when the battery voltage drops below 11 V (10-20% of maximum
charge level). After disconnection, the regulator needs tobe reset with a button to prevent
discharging of the battery during daytime when the users forget to shut down the lights. In
case the battery is not connected and the load is directly led by the PV-module, disconnec.
tion takes place il: the tension surpasses 15 V. The battery is disconnected in case of a
short-circuit, causing a yellow LED indicator to start flashing. As long as the short-circuit
is hot prevented the LED keeps on flashing. A red LED indicates that the lower charge limit
of the battery has been reached, anti a green LED illuminates if the battery is full. A few
different reguIators were applied before the current model was developed. It has been
desígned by Laethem Xavier (Brussels) and operates satisfactory. Power is [imited to 5 A,
but by simply adding a MOSFET transistor it can be increased to 10 A, without changes in
the design. Production costs are estimated to be 6,325 FRW, and it is sold separately by
CPQ for 8,500 FRW.
Ten people are engaged in producing the panels and the regulators, and one part-time for
the adminstration. They have been instructed by Father de SCHAETZEN himself, and eern
a daily wage in the range of 200 to 500 I~RW per day. If yearly production quantities
increases from the 200 systems a year now, the number of employees has to grow.

In 1988, the last time before CPQ took over the import activity, the cost of importing thé
components for 200 systems (panels and regulators) of 16 Wp was USD 310 per
installation. The price of a single cell was 124 BFR ex Brussels. For the totaI, includin~
lamps and transformers, it ~mounted to 400 USD per system. These costs are for delivery
at Kigali airport, including 5% customs handling cost, but excluding import duties, which
were not needed then. tt the moment import duties are charged on the different components, up to 60% for the aluminum for the frame. According to Mr. COSTA of CPQ, average
import duty level is around 20%. Somewhat illogical from the point of stimulating domestic
production this is higher than the 15% duty charged on the bufld up panels. The high duties
are prohibitive for exports to neighbouring countries.
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The bottleneck in d~ffusion of solar photovoltaic systems on a larger scaIe is the avaflability
of credit from the Banque Populaire. Too often, money bas been lend for unproduct~ve
activities, wh~ch makes the loans difficult to recover. There are more demands for credit
for a PV-instal~ations than can be granted by the Banque Populaire. Th~s might be an
occasion for external support. Another problem is the scarcity of foreign exchange wh~ch
Iimits the amount of components which can be imported each year.
No systems with panels of 20 Wp have been sold yet. It is the strategy of CPQ to se]l first
aIl the 16 W systems before the larger panels are introduced.
Two possibilities were mentioned for supporting the utilization of solar energy in Rwanda.
First is financial support to aIIow lower income households to obtain a PV-installation. If
channelled through the Banque Popular, this could materialize in the form of a credit
scheme over a longer period (e.g. five year instead of 4 year now) and for an interest which
is lower than the prevailing 13%. Another possibility for support which was mentioned is
the financing of investments needed for increasing the production capacity. However, it
was mentioned that a production growth mainly leads to a need for more staffing and
housing, because of the labour intensive nature of the production.
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ANNEX 8. THE SOLAR ENERGY PROJECT OF
BUFMAR
Minutes of the meeting at BUFMAR, Kigali, with Mr. Chiel LIJDSMAN, Admirùstrative Director,
and Mr. David MUZ1GAMFIZI, Technician at 7-6-1991.
"Le Bureau des P’ormations Médica/es Agréées du Rwanda" (BUFMAR) is an organisation
founded in 1975 by eight Christian churches, aiming o.a. at improving the level of the medical
services of the member organisations. BUFMAR’s main activity is the importation and
distribution of medicines anti medical equipment for the in total 134 hospitals and health
centres of the associated churches. One of the services provided is purchasing, installing and
maintaining solar photovoltaic installations in 39 hospitals and health centres.

In 1985 BUF’MAR received a grant of around 760,000 DEM from EZE, a german NGO, to
tìnance solar photovoltaic systems for li9hting. After comparing offers of different suppliers,
AEG has heen chosen. Importation of the complete systems, amounting to 80% of the total
cost, is financed through this fund. The rest is charged to the beneficiaries of the system and
is meant to cover local transport, locally made parts for the frame, installation at the health
centre and further maintenance.
BUFMAR plans to eontinue to provide PV-systems to health centres in the future. There are
also plans to assist MINITRAPE with supplying the health centres of the public sector.

Systems installed consist of between one and 23 AEG panels of 40 Wp (on average 6 panels
per installation), one regulator per two or three modules and a set of 100 Ah VARTA solar
batteries. Generally the number of batteries is the same as the number of panels. The electricity
is used for lighting, and sometimes for a radio telephone. To optimize reliability the systems
are somewhat over-dimensioned (the number of panels and battery storage capacity are high
compared to the load). Latest FOB Hamburg prices are 589 DEM for the panel and around
300 DF~M for the 100 Ah battery. Transport costs were high, because until recently air freight
was applied. A list of the installed systems and their composition is attached to this annex.
The users of the systems are asked to clean the panels regularly and to add distilled water if
necessary. It takes some visits before the owners are convinced ofthe need for these measures.
RepresentatJives of the health centre regularly visit BUFMAR’s office where complaints are
receivéd. Sometimes the malfunctiening of the system is caused by lack of cleaning of the
panels in the dry season, when they become covered with dust. For serious complaints a
technician of BUFMAR is send to the health centre. Also on the regular trips to the different
regions e.g. [or an educational activity, all the installations in the neighbourhood are visited by
a technician. For these visits he always brings with him the toost common components such
fuses and lamps, distilled water and battery electrolyte. About two or three health centres per
day can be visite& As a result, most installatíons therefore receive technical inspection about
once a year.
Less than about 10 of the 200 batteries have been replaced untiI now, which is in line with the
expected lifetime, which is five to six years according to VARTA. In about 15% of the cases,
battery electrolyte has been added.
Recent changes in the import tariff structure acts as a disincentive for local production of
medicines, lmported medicines rail under the 10% tarfff, but for the prime materials for Iocal
production often 30-40% import duty bas tobe paid. Customs handling cost have heen
increased to 4% and for the request for an import license 5% bas to be paid in advance. As a
result of this package of measures related to the Stmctural Adjustment agreement with the
IMF, which includes the 67% devaluation of the FRW of November 1990, the price index of the
goods imported by BUFMAR jumped from 100 to 209. These measures stimulate dependence on foreign gifts for whieh no duties have tobe paid. It also favours imports over local
production. A8.1 List of health centres and the installations installed by BUFMAR
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Table AS. 1. List of health centres and the installations installed by BUFMAR.

Direct{on¯ Adrninistration¯ D~.partementPharmaceutiqHe¯ EducationSanitaire¯ ServiceTechnique
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)

~ont. table AS. 1~

Direction¯ Administrationo DépartementPharmaceuüqueo Educa~ionSanitaire¯ ServiceTechmque
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ANNEX 9. CREDIT FACILITIE$ OF L’UNION DES
BANQUES POPULAIRES
Minutes of the meetin~ with Mr. I. RWARAKABIJE, Director of Credit Services at FUnion
des Banques Populaires du Rwanda (UBPR) at 10-6-1991.
l’Union des Banques Populaires du Rwanda (~I3PR) is the coordinating organisation of 119
regional banks, lts members are autonomous cooperatives, with their own decision making
board. 72 of them are allowed to offer credit facilities, backed up by local deposits.
The UBPR has been involved in diffusion of solar energy since 1988, when they initiated a
marker study together with MINITRAPE. As a res~lt it bas heen decided to participate in
the Special Energy Project of MINlTRAPE and GTZ. In the first phase, which terminated
reeently, credit was granted to the buyers of the solar home systems of CPQ. Priees at the
time before the devaluation were 50,000 FRW for the most common system. 80% could
be financed through a local branch of the Banque Populaire. Depending on income of the
beneficiary, the maturity was between 12 and 37 months with a preferential interest rare
of 9%.

At the moment there is hot yet a complete picture of possibIe arrears in reimbursements.
Approximately 448 applications have heen mede for a solar home system, but part of these
might have been drawn back after the recent price hike to 90,000 FRW. Until now between
200 and 300 solar installations have been financed by the UBPR.
In the second phase of UBPR’s involvement in the diffusion of solar energy the interest rare
had to be increased from 9% to 13% as a result of the Structural Adjustment Program.
lnvestment costs per system almost doubled to 90,000 FRW. But the resulting increase in
monthly reimbursements needed could be kept limited because the maximum duration of
the credit have heen extended up to 48 months. Table A9.1 shows the current possible
credit arrangements, depending on household revenues (first column). The lower the
income, the longer the maturity of the loan and the lower the monthly reimbursements (last
column of table A9.1). Before signing of the contract to obtain a solar home system the
prospective buyer bas to open an account and save 20,000 FRW. The demand in this
seeond phase is estimated tobe roughly 10 systems per bank, implying 1000 systems a
For possible external support a guarantee fund is suggested by Mr. RWARAKABIJE. This
fund would take over from the local bank the risk of retarded or suspended reimbursements. Currently, the beneficiaries of the credit system for solar home systems appear to
be regular in their reimbursement. But for the total operations of the UBPR, arrears occur
in 25% to 30% of the cases. If photovoltaic installations are financed for people in Iower
income groups, the possibilities of irregular reimbursements increase. According to Mr.
RWARAKABIJF~ the reduction of this risk to the Iocal banks is more important for a more
widespread diffusion of solar energy than a decrease in the amounts of the monthly
reimbursements. People who cannot afford 2,000 FRW a month for electricity have other
priorities.
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Table Ag. l. Credit Ar~angement of Banque Populaire for Solar Home Systems.

SEL~~ LES ~ ET L/~ TAUX D’I~*t~RT D’APRES
H~I~IFICATIC{qS ~ PRIX.

Taux
d’ef£ort

l~~rgne

Durée
d’~pa.,,"~’~

~~port. Credit
pers.

1

12.500

0,2

2.500

8

20.000

69.557

48

2.

15.000

0,2

3.000

6,7

20.100

69.457

42

3.

17.500

2.067

0,2

3.500

6

21.000

68.557

36

4.

18.750

2.310

0,2

3.750

5,4

20.250

69.307

34

5.

20.000

2.448

0,2

4.000

5

20.000

69.55?

6.

32

22.500

2.584

0,2

4.500

4,5

20.250

69.307

30

J,

25.000

2.718

0,2

5.000

4

20.000

69.557

28

2.893

~.

27.500

0,2

5.500

3,7

20.350

69.20?

9.

27

17.500

2.970

0,3

5.250

4

21.000

68.557

O.

26

30.000

3.040

0,2

6.000

3,4

20.400

69.157

1.

25

12.500

3.173

0,5

6.250

3,2

20.000

69.557

2.

24

32.500

3.307

0,2

6.500

3,1

20.150

69.407

3.

23

35.000

3.425

0,2

?.000

2,9

20.300

69.257

22

4.

37.500

3.555

0,2

7.500

2,7

20.250

69.307

5.

21

40.000

3.708

0,2

8.000

2,9

20.000

69.557

6.

20

27.500

3.887

0,3

8.250

2,5

20.625

68.932

19

7.

17.500

4.034

0,5

8.750

2,3

20.125

69.432

8.

18

30.000

4.266

0,3

9.000

2,3

20.700

68.857

17

~.

32.500

0,3

4.457

9.750

2,1

20.475

69.082

O.

. 16

20.000

4.726

0,5

10.000

2

20.000

69.557

15

5.049

1. 35.000

0,3

10.500

2

21.000

68.557

14

5.304

2.

27.500

0,4

11.000

1,9

20.900

Ó8.Ó57

13

3.

37.500

0,3

11.250

1,8

20.250

69.307

12

4.

40.000

0,3

12.000

1,7

20.400

69.157

11

39

6.703

ANNEX 10. CASH FLOW TA[3LES FOR FIRR
CALCULATION
The Financial Intemal Rates of Return of the investments in the two PV~systems have heen
cal.cu~ated, compared with the use of kerosene and batteries. Benefits are savings on
kerosene which amounts to 4.8 bottle per mot~th (8064 FRW/year) for the 20 Wp system,
and 8.1 bott|e per month (13608 FRW/year) for the imported system. In both cases,
savings on batteries for torches is 16.8 pieces/month, which amounts to 10080 FRW per
year.
Table Al0.1.Cash flow for 20 Wp CPQ system (2a) in FRW.
Cash

replacements of:
Year
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9’
10
11
12
13
14
15

Investm.

battery

Lamps

Re~]ul.

-89,557
-8283

-10285

-8283

-10285

-8283

-10285

-6957

-6957
-8283

-10285

Resulting FIRR: 14.4%
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Benefits

Flow

18144
18144
18144
18144
18144
18144
18144
18144
18144
18144
18144
18144
18144
18144
18144

-71413
18144
18144
-424
18144
11187
-424
18144
18144
-424
11187
18144
18144
18144
18144

Table A l O.2.Cash flow for 53 Wp imported system (2b) in FRW.
replacements of:
Year

lnvestm,

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
I4
15

-111199

battery

Lamps

Cash
ReguL

~9487
-26944

-10594
-9487
-9487

-26944
-9487

Resulting F~RR: 16.4%
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-10594

Benefits
23688
23688
23688
23688
23688
23688
23688
23688
23688
23688
23688
23688
23688
23688
23688

Flow
-87511
23688
23688
14201
23688
-13850
14201
23688
23688
14201
-13850
23688
14201
23688
23688

